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How Notorious Killer Became Central Figure in Lincoln County War Days of New Mexico

Both the Northwest and the Southwest, in frontier days, had their full quota of bad men, many of葡萄牙 type, whose names will live forever as legends of Robin Hood. The lives of such men, as such as Biddle and Pimmess, were interesting; while accounts of great personal adventures, during periods of romance in the West that will remain outstanding figures in that great land.

The Kid's story, however, has been appealed many more bad men than the mencionados. The Kid was a man of many parts, as a scout and trader, and one with whom one could not afford to be on friendly terms. He was a man of great courage, and one who never backed down when a fight was sure to follow. He was a man of great capacity, and one who never hesitated to use his knowledge and skill to the best advantage.
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